Quranic studies 6th. Grade ISS

Name:……………………………

Homework #9
Surat Ar-Rahman Ayah 26-45
Present a 10-15 min. summery about Surat Al-Rahman 26-45. Please use the guidelines below:
 Read the lesson from your book two times.
 High light the interesting points to you with a marker or underline with a pencil and a ruler.
 Include the answers of the questions listed below in your presentation.
 Invite at least two of your family members including at least one adult to attend your presentation.
 Make your presentation interesting to the audience and minimizes note reading.
 Answer in writing the odd numbered questions in the list below.
 Have one of your parents sign the evaluation sheet and return next class.
My child………………………………………………………… has presented the explanation of Aya…………..….to Aya………..….of
Surat………………………………………………………..
1 is the least and 4 is the best presentation so please choose the number that fits your evaluation.
Presentation covered all ayas range specified
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Presentation was well prepared for
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4

Presenter had good understanding of the material

1
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3

4

Explanation presented was meaningful to the audience

1

2

Presenter answered the questions listed below in the presentation 1

3
2

4
3

4

Number of audience attended the presentation …………………..
My overall score suggestion is ……………. / 10
Presentation lasted………………………………. Minutes.
Parent’s / adult’s name…………………………………………………..
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does (Shan) mean? “Every day He is (fee shan)”Ayah 29.
What are the two (Thaqals or Ath-Thaqalan) mentioned in Ayah 31?
What is Allah’s warning to (ath-Thaqalan) in ayah 31?
What did the jinn said when prophet Mohammed (PBUH) read Surat Ar-Rrahman to them and they heard
the repeated ayah (Then which of the favors of your Lord will you deny)?
5. What would happen if jinn or man tried to pass beyond the zones of the Heavens and the Earth?
6. In Ayah 39 (On that day neither man nor jinn will be questioned of his sin). What does that mean?

